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Some concepts

· What is object detector?

· What is adversarial example?

· What is object detector deception?



What is object detector?

https://github.com/gliese581gg/YOLO_tensorflow/bl
ob/master/YOLO_tiny_tf.py

Cited from github user gliese581gg

Faster YOLO  v2 model architecture 

https://github.com/gliese581gg/YOLO_tensorflow/blob/master/YOLO_tiny_tf.py


What is object detector?

Terminator 1, 1984, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MeaaCwBW28

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MeaaCwBW28


What is adversarial example?

Ian J. Goodfellow, etc, EXPLAINING AND HARNESSING 
ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES, ICLR 2015, 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6572

https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6572


Object detector deception(ODD)

Kevin Eykholt, etc, Physical Adversarial Examples for Object Detectors, USENIX WOOT 2018

object detector

comb ined  w i th

adversarial  example



Adversarial Threat to DNN

Physical attack against YOLO-V3 Baidu X-lab demonstrated on Blackhat Euro 2018 

• A real threat in deep learning application scenario



Related work on object detector deception(ODD)

CVPR Workshop 2019, [*], obtained from attacking test 
batch distribution 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIbFvK2S9g8

[*] Simen Thys, Wiebe Van Ranst, Toon Goedemé, Fooling automated surveillance 
cameras: adversarial patches to attack person detection. CVPR Workshop 2019, 

Generated from attacking prediction score of a single 
image 

https://github.com/advboxes/AdvBox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIbFvK2S9g8
https://github.com/advboxes/AdvBox


Get down to what’s happened
· The neural network training process.

The neural network training process is to search for a set of weights, which minimize the 
difference between model prediction and training/test label distribution. It can be summarized 
as follows:

Training Loss is !(#$ = ℎ'((), #+), #+~-+, find ., # = ℎ ., ( , st.�(, #�~-+

· The ODD process
The ODD process is an "odd" process compared to how we usually a neural network, instead 

of trying to find a set of weights to make model prediction more precise, the ODD is a reversed 
process.

With model weights remain unchanged, we try to find a robust input δ to drift model 
prediction far from label distribution. It can be summarized as follows:

Attack loss is !(#$ = ℎ'((/), #), find a or a set of 0‘, #/ = ℎ' ( + 0‘ , st.�(/, #/�~-$3456$
we would like 0 to be as small as possible.



Object Detector Deception Modeling

Let’s say:
convolution layer: !"#$%('()*) = -%./0%./+1%./
leaky relu activation: ℎ% '()* = 3456_5489: 0%./
maxpooling layer: ;% '()* = ;80<""5 0%./
we can obtain their gradients by:

=!"#$%('()*)
=0%./

= -%./>

=ℎ%('()*)
=0%./

= #<. -ℎ434 0%./ > 0, 1, 0.10%./ = ℎ%

=;%('()*)

=0%./
= #<. -ℎ434 0%./ > 0, 1, 0 = ;%

let’s name :D is the score to bend, we have the 
inference from the last conv layer.

:D = -%0%+1%

E:D = E!"#$%F/('() = E -%0%+1%
= -%E0% = -%E;% 0%./ = -%;%⨀E0%./
= -%;%⨀E ℎ%./ 0%.H = -%;%⨀ℎ%./⨀E0%.H
= -%;%⨀ℎ%./⨀E!"#$%.H '()I
···
= -%;%⨀ℎ%./⨀-%.K;%.K⨀ℎ%.L⨀-%.M ··· E0NOP
= 3%3%./3%.H ··· 3/E0NOP
= Q3(3%3%./3%.H ··· 3/E0NOP)

è Δ: = Q3 3%3%./ … 3%∆0NOP

è
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U'XYZ
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>

similarly:
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./



Object Detector Deception Modeling

Δ" ∆$%&'

(")
($%&'

= (,-,-./ … ,-)2

($%&'
(")

= (3/34 …3-)2



generated from attacking a set of images generated from attacking prediction score of a single image 

Adversarial Sticker = Perturbation = !"=! + $"

Expectation over Testing Batch (eotb)

VS

Δ& = ()()+)+,- … )+∆!012) Δ& = ()()+)+,- … )+∆!012)

Expectation of a single target case

Object Detector Deception Modeling



Why not use tricks in neural networks training for ODD?

Use proper weights initialization for 
better regression and local optimal?

Use proper pixel value initialization for 
better physical deception robustness 
over environmental interference ?

inspire

Neural Networks Training Object Detector Deception



The trick: Adversarial Initialization

Why does it work: 

when training: ↑ Δ# = %&(&(&()* … &(∆-./0) => ↑ ∆-./0

when attacking: ↑ ∆-./0 => ↑ Δ# = %&(&(&()* … &(∆-./0)

note: ∆-./0( perturbation) is the accumulation of model gradients



Use Adversarial Initialization to Enhance ODD

Experiment Setting:

https://github.com/gliese581gg/YOLO_tensorflow/bl
ob/master/YOLO_tiny_tf.py

Cited from github user gliese581gg

https://github.com/gliese581gg/YOLO_tensorflow/blob/master/YOLO_tiny_tf.py


Use Adversarial Initialization to Enhance ODD

Experiment Setting:

· End to end differentiable object detector faster yolo v2
· 1200+ images containing people
· Adam optimizer lr = 1e-2
· Loss function Loss = %&'(&)'+*+ , -+*- ., -



Compare Original & Adversarial Initialization

The physical adversarial robustness is not free.

• the cost of adversarial initialization: less optimal minimum

• at every iteration, larger ! than original

• result in more color-saturated adversarial sticker



Compare Original & Adversarial Initialization

Time-lapse photography�

Original Improved



Effectiveness in physical world:

Compare Original & Adversarial Initialization

input image output confidence

showing or blocking the sticker

The  experiment:

!"#$"%#

faster yolo v2



Effectiveness in physical world:

Compare Original & Adversarial Initialization

Original Improved



One More thing

How to craft your own adversarial sticker on your own object detector?

https://github.com/advboxes/AdvBox

https://github.com/advboxes/AdvBox


 


